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Sulphur Condensers
In SulphurPro™, the SRU Condenser block is
a specialized heat exchanger block which has one process inlet stream and two process outlet streams (vapor
outlet and liquid Sulphur outlet). The utility side typically
has one inlet stream and one outlet stream. The SRU
Condenser block offers an optional rigorous sizing / rating
heat transfer rate model integrated within the process
simulation. Several utility side configuration options are
available. This ProTips™ article will shed some light on
the features of the SRU Condenser in SulphurPro™.
The SRU Condenser block is modelled with
the process stream on the tube-side and (if included) the
utility stream on the shell-side. One tube-side pass and
one shell-side pass are assumed. The process side is
modelled with the Sulphur Thermo Package which includes accurate H2S/H2Sx/SO2 solubility in liquid Sulphur.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the SRU Condenser block
in SulphurPro™. Figure 2 shows the basic data input required for the SRU Condenser block.

Figure 2. Basic Data Tab for Sulphur Condensers
The SRU Condenser has some unique reporting aspects. Figure 3 shows the overall reporting of
the SRU Condenser block which contain details such as
the overall heat duty, LMTD, equipment details, temperature, etc.

Figure 1. Sulphur Condenser Block in SulphurPro™
There are three calculation modes for the
SRU Condenser block: Simple Energy Balance, Heat
Transfer Sizing, and Heat Transfer Rating. Depending on
the chosen calculation mode, other data tabs such as
Heat Transfer, Equipment Data, and Cooling Medium
may require simple or more elaborate inputs. The SRU
Condenser block can be modelled as a series of segments divided into increments of equal temperature
change or equal duty.

Figure 3. Sulphur Condenser Outputs
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Figure 4 shows segment-wise reporting of the process
side which includes segment data as well as cumulative
data. Segment data includes duty, inside tube-wall temperatures, heat fluxes in each segment etc. These are
useful in gaining a better understanding of how the exchanger is performing along the length of the tubes. The
Process Side stream output is also reported here for the
overall stream as well as the vapor and liquid phases.

Figure 5 shows segment-wise reporting of the utility side
of the condenser. This includes the overall utility stream
as well as the vapor and liquid phases, similar to the process side reporting. As seen in Figure 1, SulphurPro has
the option of creating automatically generated streams for
the steam side calculations. These contain the boiler feed
water make-up and steam flowrate values which will tell
the user how much steam that particular exchanger is
generating based on a boiler feed water temperature and
generated steam pressure. An optional continuous blowdown stream specification is available.
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The segment-wise information of the process side can be
very useful to a user and can aid in creating exchanger
duty curves, Heat Flux profiles, inside tube wall temperature profiles, and phase fraction profiles; all of which can
help gain a deeper understanding as to the performance
and efficiency of the exchanger and also help make optimization move decisions. The Sulphur Condenser can also
calculate the pressure drop based on user-provided information about the inlet and exit nozzles. In sizing mode, this
calculated pressure drop will simply be a reported value
and not actually used in the simulation. In rating mode, the
calculated pressure drop value will be used directly in the
simulation.

Figure 4. Phase-Wise Physical Property Reporting
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Figure 5. Utility Stream Reporting
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